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Get the scoop on the TM & HM locations with our Pokemon Ruby and Pokemon they can use
outside of combat, like how to cut down trees or surf on water. Where do you find surf in ruby
version., Pokemon Ruby Questions and answers, Gameboy Advance. I don't have a rod, I
started with treeko and I have the HM surf but I don't have a Pokemon that can learn it.
TRACK REPORT ANSWER. When you defeat Norman he will tell you to go to Wally's
parents' house; the parents will give you HM03 (Surf). When you drive the Magmas or.
HM03, or surf, is located in Wally's house next door to the Petalburg City Gym in Pokemon
Ruby. A Hidden Machine, or HM, grants new powers to a. HM Locations. Where to find the
HMs in Ruby/Sapphire/Emerald. Dex #. Nat'l # . Name. Type. Cut. Fly. Surf. Strength. Flash.
Rock Smash. Waterfall. Dive. Total.
You need to collect 5 badges before you get HM When you first arrive in Petalburg City,
you're not able to challenge the gym leader there. After you Surf through Route , you reach
Mossdeep City, where you In Ruby and Sapphire, you can find Steven Stone in a house here.
Pokemon Omega Ruby / Alpha Sapphire TMs and HMs locations to Location: If you have
Surf, you can get g and locate it on Route in.
A: Zigzagoon/Linoone , despite off it low stat, this Pokemon can learn Cut, Strength, Rock
Smash, Surf(Linoone only) 4 most vital HM moves +. Sharpedo can learn Surf, Waterfall,
Dive, Cut, Strength, and Rock Smash. It can even move twice as fast as other Pokemon while
surfing. i dont have any water pokemon to use surf so tell me where to get a water you can
catch a zigzagoone and teach it surf (For those who dont.
Surf is one of the most powerful HMs you'll come across on your adventure across Hoenn in
Pokemon Omega Ruby and Alpha Sapphire. In Pokemon Omega Ruby and Alpha Sapphire,
Kyogre, Wailmer and Sharpedo Some of the Pokemon that can learn Surf, like Barboach,
appear to lack the. Whenever you see a dark patches of water, use Surf to go near it and then
use Dive. In Pokemon Ruby and Sapphire, you can get HM08 (Dive) from Steven right. ok
ammm mudkid marshtomp swampert lotad lombre ludicolo azurill marill azumarill tentacool
tentacruel hariyama carvanha sharpedo.
There are about TMs in Pokemon Omega Ruby and Alpha Sapphire. You'll need “Surf” and
“Waterfall” to get to it. From the entrance.
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